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this part of the reason you haven't been
going in as much lately? I am curious as to
how you feel about a new series you like

called Magic Mike. It is in 3D....I don't know if
I could watch one of those. Another series

that you probably won't like is Netflix's new
"Dinner for Schmucks". That is not my thing

at all. Well yeah, that's a common
misconception. I don't like them because I
think they're just creepy. I didn't like Gas
Lamp when they made it, I didn't like Rain

Man, I didn't like Freaky Friday, I don't even
like Step Up. They're just not what I enjoy.

Well yeah, that's a common misconception. I
don't like them because I think they're just
creepy. I didn't like Gas Lamp when they

made it, I didn't like Rain Man, I didn't like
Freaky Friday, I don't even like Step Up.
They're just not what I enjoy. I like the

concept of Dinner for Schmucks. I like when
you comment on other movies, which would
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be the case if you liked it.Sorption of
polybrominated diphenyl ethers in

unsaturated and saturated soils. The
sorption of polybrominated diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs) in unsaturated and saturated soils

was investigated to find the sorption-
relevant parameters and factors in

contaminated soils. The sorption of PBDEs in
soils shows two significant correlations with

the concentrations in soils as well as the
changes in K(D). The results indicate that the

sorption of PBDEs in soils would be a
significant factor in determining the fate and

behavior of these compounds in the
environment.Q: iTunes
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Background Reading. Math Magic Pro

8.7.1.47 for Adobe InDesign is an equation
editor mainly for use with Adobe InDesign
software in editing any mathematicalÂ .

Math Magic Pro for InDesign Edition
v8.7.1.47 Full VersionQ: Mockito

thenReturn() fails when test returns a value I
am trying to unit test a method I wrote that

looks like this: private void doWork() { ...
Product product = new Product(productId);
product.setName(testName); ... // Will be

calling Company.doWork()
company.doWork(); // test

m.thenReturn(product); ... } I want the test
to check if the product is updated correctly.
However, when I run the unit test I get a org.
mockito.exceptions.base.MockitoException:

Mockito cannot mock this class: class
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java.lang.Object Do I miss anything here?
Does Mockito support this? I want to avoid
using PowerMock as my test env is JUnit5.
Edit: This is a simplification, I am actually

using a List to test concurrency, but I want to
extract the essential parts here. A: You're
returning an object and Mockito cannot

mock final objects. Make Product final and
your code should work fine. Note that an

even better and more testable way to
implement such a method would be: private

void doWork(Product product) { ...
product.setName(testName); ... // Will be

calling Company.doWork()
company.doWork(product); // test

m.thenReturn(product); ... } As said in
comments, it would also be worth

considering Dependency Injection to make
your code easier to test. Q: Are all transitive

triplets even? I came across a statement
that says: Transitive triplets(any triplet that

makes a triangle): $$\{(x,y
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